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Abstract. Impossible di�erential attacks are a very e�cient form of
cryptanalysis against block ciphers. In this paper, we improve the existing
impossible di�erential attacks against Rijndael-160 and Rijndael-224.
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1 Introduction

Impossible di�erential attack introduced in [1] is a powerful cryptanalytic method
against block ciphers. Classically, impossible di�erential attacks take advantage
of di�erentials which never occur for the studied permutations. From an impos-
sible di�erential path, the idea is then to test if a key could verify or not the
path, if yes the attacker could discard the tested key.

Rijndael [4] is an SPN block cipher designed by Vincent Rijmen and Joan
Daemen. It has been chosen as the new advanced encryption standard by the
NIST [6] in its 128-bit block size version for variable key lengths k, which can be
set to 128, 192 or 256 bits. In its full version, the block length b is also variable
and is equal to 128, 160, 192, 224 or 256 bits as detailed in [5]. We respectively
called those versions Rijndael-b. The recommended number of rounds Nr is
determined by b and k, and varies between 10 and 14.

Many cryptanalyses have been proposed against Rijndael for the di�erent
block sizes, the best impossible di�erential cryptanalyses are presented in [10,11].
In this paper, we improve the results of [10,11] against Rijndael-160 and Rijndael-
224. In the case of Rijndael-160, we �rst introduce a new 5 rounds impossible
di�erential that is the basis of our 8 rounds attack against Rijndael-160. For
Rijndael-224, by exploiting the same 6 rounds impossible di�erential path than
the one given in [10] and adding two rounds at the beginning and two rounds at
the end, we are able to construct the �rst attack against 10 rounds of Rijndael-
224. Table 1 sums up all the best attacks against Rijndael-160 and Rijndael-224
and gives the complexities of the new attacks presented here.

? This work was partially supported by the French National Agency of Research:
ANR-11-INS-011.



Cipher nb Rounds Key Size Data Time Memory Type Source

Rijndael-160 7 (all) 298.6 CP 298.6 small Integral [8]
8 (192) 2100.5 CP 2174.5 small Integral [8]
7 (192) 2147 CP 281.9 264 Imp. Di�. [11]
8 (192) 2112.72 CP 2158.1 2128.72 bytes Imp. Di�. This paper

Rijndael-224 9 (256) 2196.5 CP 2196.5 small Integral [8]
9 (256) 2198.1 CP 2195.2 2140.4 Imp. Di�. [10]
10 (256) 2185.38 CP 2246.93 2201.38 bytes Imp. Di�. This paper

Table 1. Summary of Best Attacks against Rijndael-160 and Rijndael-224.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a short description
of the block cipher Rijndael-b. Section 3 recalls the complexity analysis of im-
possible di�erential attacks done in [2,3]. In Section 4 we present our 8 rounds
impossible di�erential attack against Rijndael-160 whereas Section 5 is dedicated
to the analysis of the impossible di�erential against 10 rounds of Rijndael-224.
Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Rijndael Description

Rijndael-b is an SPN block cipher designed by Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen
[5]. It supports keys of length Nk and blocks of length b ranging from 128 up to
256 bits in steps of 32 bits. There are 15 instances of Rijndael. Among those 15
instances, the three versions with b = 128 and Nk = 128, 192, 256 are the AES.

The number of rounds Nr depends on the text size b and on the key size
Nk and varies between 10 and 14 (see Table 2 for partial details). For all the
versions, the current block at the input of the round r is represented by a 4× t
with t = (b/32) matrix of bytes X(r):

X(r) =


x
(r)
0,0 x

(r)
0,1 · · · x

(r)
0,t

x
(r)
1,0 x

(r)
1,1 · · · x

(r)
1,t

x
(r)
2,0 x

(r)
2,1 · · · x

(r)
2,t

x
(r)
3,0 x

(r)
3,1 · · · x

(r)
3,t


The round function, repeated Nr − 1 times, involves four elementary map-

pings, all linear except the �rst one:

• SubBytes (SB): a bytewise transformation that applies on each byte of the
current block an 8-bit to 8-bit non linear S-box S.

• ShiftRows (SR): a linear mapping that rotates on the left all the rows of
the current matrix. the values of the shifts (given in Table 2) depend on b.

• MixColumns (MC): a linear matrix multiplication; each column of the input
matrix is multiplied by the matrixM that provides the corresponding column
of the output matrix.



• AddRoundKey (AK): a XOR operation between the current block and the
subkey of the round r, Kr.

Those Nr − 1 rounds are surrounded at the top by an initial key addition
with the subkey K0 and at the bottom by a �nal transformation composed by a
call to the round function where the MixColumns operation is omitted. The key
schedule derives Nr+1 b-bits round keys K0 to KNr from the master key K of
variable length.

We will denote by X(r)I , X(r)SB , X(r)SR, X(r)MC and X(r)AK the input of
round r and the intermediate values after the application of SB, SR, MC and AK

of round r, respectively. We will also use the notation x
(r)
col(i) of the internal state

X(r) to designate the column number i starting at 0.

AES Rijndael-160 Rijndael-192 Rijndael-224 Rijndael-256

ShiftRows (1,2,3) (1,2,3) (1,2,3) (1,2,4) (1,3,4)

Nb rounds (Nk=128) 10 11 12 13 14

Nb rounds (Nk=192) 12 12 12 13 14

Nb rounds (Nk=256) 14 14 14 14 14

Table 2. Parameters of the Rijndael block cipher where the triplet (i, j, k) for
the ShiftRows operation designated the required number of byte shifts for the
second, the third and the fourth rows.

In conclusion, the essential di�erences between the AES and the other Rijn-
dael versions concern the number of rounds Nr and the ShiftRows parameters.

3 Recall on the Complexity Analysis of an Impossible
Di�erential Attack from [2,3]

An impossible di�erential attack is a particular attack that works well against
block ciphers. Impossible di�erential cryptanalysis have been introduced in par-
allel in [1] and [7]. The main idea of these attacks is to exploit particular di�er-
entials that are impossible, i.e. di�erentials that never occur. Based on such a
distinguisher, the attacker could add at the beginning or/and at the end, some
rounds to guess keybits. In this case, keybits that validate the impossible di�er-
entials are certainly wrong key guess. In this section, we recall the complexity
analysis of an impossible di�erential attack as described in [2,3].

An impossible di�erential attack could be divided as shown in Fig. 1 into two
main steps:

� First, an impossible di�erential distinguisher is built on an impossible di�er-
ential path with probability 0 on r∆ rounds with input di�erences ∆X and
∆Y output di�erences.



� Then, a key recovery part on rin rounds added at the beginning and on rout
rounds added at the end could be implemented. In the backward direction,
the rin added rounds lead to a di�erence ∆in computed from the di�erence
∆X with probability 1. In the same way, for the forward direction, the rout
rounds lead to a di�erence ∆out computed from the di�erence ∆Y with
probability 1.

A candidate key that veri�es both di�erentials ∆in → ∆X and ∆out → ∆Y

for some plaintext/ciphertext pairs is certainly a wrong key as it means this
candidate key veri�es a di�erential path which is in fact impossible.

During the key recovery process, the complexity of the attack is determined
by the number of key bits that intervene into the computations to get ∆X from
∆in and to get ∆Y from ∆out. We call kin the set of key bits that allow the
computation of ∆X from ∆in (its cardinality is thus |kin|) and kout the set of
key bits that allow the computation of ∆Y from ∆out (its cardinality is thus
|kout|). Finally, we denote by k the set kin ∪ kout.

Moreover, for a given key, the di�erential paths from ∆in to ∆X and ∆Y

to ∆out are veri�ed by testing some bit-conditions. We call cin the number of
bit-conditions in the backward direction and cout the number of bit-conditions
in the forward direction. In other words, the probability to go from ∆in to ∆X

(resp. from ∆out to ∆Y ) is equal to 2−cin (resp. 2−cout).

Fig. 1. Overview of an Impossible Di�erential Attack.

Following the study of [2,3], we could derive from those notations, the fol-
lowing formulas:

� The probability that, for a given key, a pair of inputs with di�erences (∆in, ∆out)
veri�es all the bit-conditions and can be rejected is 2−(cin+cout) = 2−c.

� the required number of input (or output) pairs N must be such that the
false positive probability (i.e. a wrong trial key stays in the candidate key



set) must be as small as possible. This probability is equal to P = (1 −
2−(cin+cout))N . So, we should choose N such that

P = (1− 2−(cin+cout))N =
1

2|kin∪kout|

Thus, we obtain:

eN×ln(1−2
−c) = 2−|k|

e−N2−c

≈ 2−|k|

N2−c/ ln(2) ≈ |k|

leading to
N ≈ 2c+log2 (|k| ln(2)) (1)

We will denote by ε the value log2 (|k| ln(2)).
� Thus, at this step, we need to �nd N pairs that verify a given truncated

di�erential. From [2,3] using the limited birthday problem, the cost CN for
constructing N such pairs is:

CN = max

{
min

∆∈{∆in,∆out}

{√
N2n+1−|∆|

}
, N2n+1−|∆in|−|∆out|

}
. (2)

verifying that CN < 2n where n is the size of the block to cipher.
� Finally, the overall complexity CT of the attack is given by

CT =

(
CN +

(
N + 2|kin∪kout| N

2cin+cout

)
C ′E + 2|K|P

)
CE (3)

where C ′E is the ratio of the cost of partial encryption to the full encryp-
tion; CE is the cost of one encryption; and �nally 2|K|P designates the
time required for the complete exhaustive key search of K after the im-
possible di�erential attack. Note that, most of the time, as CN × CE and
2|K|P are not the complexity bottlenecks, CT could be approximate by(
N + 2|kin∪kout| N

2cin+cout

)
C ′E × CE .

� The memory complexity is determined by the number of N pairs we have to
store and is thus equal to N .

4 8 Rounds Impossible Di�erential Attack on
Rijndael-160

In this Section, we will describe the impossible di�erential attack on 8 rounds of
Rijndael-160 using a new impossible di�erential path. Both, the complete attack
on 8 rounds and the impossible di�erential path are presented in Fig. 2. Note also
that using this impossible di�erential path to attack 7 rounds only marginally
improves the attack complexity given in [11]. Thus, we will not describe this 7
rounds attack.



Fig. 2. The Complete Impossible Di�erential Attack on Rijndael-160. The im-
possible di�erential path on 5 rounds is surrounded by one round at the beginning
and by 2 rounds at the end. Bytes with di�erences are the colored ones. The AK*
operation stands for the classical case where the order of the AK and of the MC

operations is inverted. This could be down up to a linear transformation of the
current subkey.

4.1 The Used Impossible Di�erential Path

The impossible di�erential path presented in Fig. 2 works on 5 rounds of Rijndael-
160. It is di�erent from the one used in [11] because instead of using a path with
|∆X | = 8 and |∆Y | = 8 leading to a 7 rounds attack with |∆in| = 32 and
|∆out| = 32, our path has two bytes of di�erences in the output (i.e. |∆Y | = 16)
leading to a contradiction in the middle coming from the fact that a complete
column of non-zero di�erences - generated through the MC operation by a single
active byte - could not be equal to a 0 byte di�erence.

The main advantage of this path is the fact that we could reduce the number
of active bytes on 8 rounds. If we use the impossible di�erential path of [11], we
have |∆in| = 32 and |∆out| = 32 for a 7 rounds attack whereas our impossible
di�erential path leads to |∆in| = 32 and |∆out| = 24 on 7 rounds and to |∆in| =
32 and |∆out| = 96 on 8 rounds. This last property allows to mount an attack
on 8 rounds whereas the complexity of the attack built on 7 rounds with our
impossible di�erential path is only marginally improved.



4.2 Attack Description on 8 rounds

From the 5 rounds impossible di�erential path shown in Fig. 2, we could add
one round at the beginning and two rounds at the end (without the MixColumns
operation in the 8th round). We �rst construct 4 precomputed tables to reduce
the overall complexity of the attack following the same methodology as the
one described in [9]. We then describe the attack and evaluate its complexity
following also the work [9]. A summary of the attack complexity is given in Table
3.

Construction of Precomputed Tables. The precomputed tables will be de-
noted T1, T2, T3 and T4 and will help us during the key guess steps of the
attack to retrieve the subkey bytes of K8 : K8

0,0,K
8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2 for T1 and

K8
0,4,K

8
1,3,K

8
2,2,K

8
3,1 for T2 and K8

0,1,K
8
1,0,K

8
2,4,K

8
3,3 for T3 ; and of K∗7 :

K∗70,1,K∗71,0,K∗72,4 for T4.

� Tables T1, T2 and T3: For all the 232 × 4 × (28 − 1) ≈ 242 possible pairs
((x7AK0,0 , x7AK0,1 , x7AK0,2 , x7AK0,3 ), (x′7AK0,0 , x′7AK0,1 , x′7AK0,2 , x′7AK0,3 )) after the key ad-
dition with K∗7 which have zero di�erence in exactly 3 out of the 4 bytes,
compute the possible values of ((x8SR0,0 , x8SR1,4 , x8SR2,3 , x8SR3,2 ), (x′8SR0,0 , x′8SR1,4 , x′8SR2,3 ,

x′8SR3,2 )). Store the obtained pairs in an hash table T1 indexed by their di�er-
ence. T1 has 232 rows and on average about 242/232 = 210 pairs lie in each
row. Do the same for T2 and T3 to store the possible values:
• of ((x7AK1,0 , x7AK1,1 , x7AK1,2 , x7AK1,3 ), (x′7AK1,0 , x′7AK1,1 , x′7AK1,2 , x′7AK1,3 )) in T2
• and of ((x7AK4,0 , x7AK4,1 , x7AK4,2 , x7AK4,3 ), (x′7AK4,0 , x′7AK4,1 , x′7AK4,2 , x′7AK4,3 ) in T3.

Once a byte position is determined by the �rst column key guess, the number
of possible candidates for the two other columns of key guess becomes 28.

� Table T4: For all of the about 2
48 possible pairs of (x7SR0,1 , x7SR1,0 , x7SR2,4 , x′7SR0,1 ,

x′7SR1,0 , x′7SR2,4 ) (4 other positions are also possible among the six possible such

as ((1, 1), (0, 2), (3, 4))), compute the possible values of (x6AK∗col(1) , x
′6AK∗
col(1) ) hav-

ing zero di�erence in exactly 2 particular bytes among 4. Store the quali-
�ed pairs in an hash table T4 indexed by their di�erence. We obtain about
248 × 2−16 × 4 = 234 such pairs. Thus, as T4 has 218 rows, and on average
about 234/218 = 216 pairs lie in each row.

4.3 Attack Description.

The details of the attack are as follows:

1. First construct N pairs of plaintexts/ciphertexts that verify the input and
output truncated di�erentials. The required number N of pairs will be de-
termined by Equation (1) and the cost to generate them CN by Equation
(2).

2. We then follow the methodology proposed in [9] that uses the fact that given
an input and an output di�erence of the Rijndael S-box, there is on average
one pair of values that satis�es these di�erences. Indeed, ∆X(1) is known



as the plaintext di�erence and the knowledge of ∆X
(1)SB
SR−1(col(0)) could help

to �nd the correct input values and thus the corresponding 4 bytes of the

subkey K0. There are only 4 × (28 − 1) ≈ 210 possible values of ∆X
(1)MC
col(0)

with only one byte with a non-zero di�erence and thus the same number of

possible values of ∆X
(1)SB
SR−1(col(0)). So, perform the following substeps:

(a) Initialize 232 empty lists each corresponding to a di�erent value of (K0
0,0,

K0
1,1, K

0
2,2,K

0
3,3).

(b) For each pair of the N set and for each of the 210 possible di�erences in

∆X
(1)SB
SR−1(col(0)), compute the keys which lead this speci�c plaintext pair

to the wanted di�erence. Add this plaintext pair to the list corresponding
to the key value.

For each of the N pairs, about 210 values of ∆X
(1)SB
SR−1(col(0)) are examined.

These N ×210 possible values are distributed in 232 lists. For a given subkey
value (K0

0,0,K
0
1,1,K

0
2,2,K

0
3,3), the number of stored pairs is N × 2−22.

For each of the possible subkey value (K0
0,0,K

0
1,1,K

0
2,2,K

0
3,3) and for each

of the N × 2−22 remaining plaintext pairs (P, P ′) in that list, perform the
following steps:

3. Access the row with index ∆C((0,0),(1,4),(2,3),(3,2)) in table T1. For each pair
(y1, z1) in that row, select the value C((0,0),(1,4),(2,3),(3,2))⊕y1. We thus expect
to obtain about 210 candidates for (K8

0,0,K
8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2) from the table T1.

4. Repeat the same process using the tables T2 and T3 to determine the possible
subkey bytes candidates (K8

0,1,K
8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2) and (K8

0,0,K
8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2).

This time and as the �rst possible position of the byte di�erence is �xed only
28 candidates for both (K8

0,1,K
8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2) and (K8

0,0,K
8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2)

will remain.
5. For each possible candidate of (K8

0,0,K
8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2), (K

8
0,1,K

8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2)

and (K8
0,0,K

8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2), perform the following substeps:

(a) Partially decrypt the 8th round from each ciphertext pair to get (x7AK∗0,1 ,

x7AK∗1,0 , x7AK∗2,4 , x′7AK∗0,1 , x′7AK∗1,0 , x′7AK∗2,4 ).
(b) Access the corresponding row in T4. For each pair (y2, z2) in that row,

select the value (x7AK∗0,1 , x7AK∗1,0 , x7AK∗2,4 ) ⊕ y2 as a key candidate for
(K7

0,1,K
7
1,0,K

7
2,4). We thus expect to obtain about 216 candidates for

(K7
0,1,K

7
1,0,K

7
2,4) from the table T4.

6. Final step: for each of the N × 2−22 possible pairs, we know 210 × 28 ×
28×216 = 242 joint values of (K8

0,0,K
8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2), (K

8
0,1,K

8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2),

(K8
0,0,K

8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2) and (K7

0,1,K
7
1,0,K

7
2,4) that result in the impossible

di�erential. Remove this value from the list of all the 2120 possible values for
these joint subkeys (Note that (K0

0,0,K
0
1,1,K

0
2,2,K

0
3,3) has been previously

guessed). After the trial of all the pairs, if the list is not empty, announce
the values in the list along with the guess of (K0

0,0,K
0
1,1,K

0
2,2,K

0
3,3) as the

candidates for the correct target subkey.

Complexity of the Attack. Table 3 gives a complexity analysis step by step
of the previous algorithm.



Step Guessed Bytes # Pairs Kept Time Complexity

1 0 N CN

2 K0 : K0
0,0,K

0
1,1,K

0
2,2,K

0
3,3 N2−22 210N Mem. Acc.

3 K8 : K8
0,4,K

8
1,3,K

8
2,2,K

8
3,1 N2−22 232N2−22210 Mem. Acc.

4 K8 : K8
0,1,K

8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2 N2−22 232N2−2221028 Mem. Acc.

5 K8 : K8
0,0,K

8
1,4,K

8
2,3,K

8
3,2 N2−22 232N2−222102828 Mem. Acc.

5a N2−22 232N2−222102828 Part. Enc.

5b K∗7 : K∗70,1,K∗71,0,K∗72,4 N2−22 232N2−222102828216 Mem. Acc.

6 all N2−22 232N2−222102828216 Mem. Acc.

Table 3. Summary of the 8 Rounds Attack Steps.

Clearly, the overall time complexity of the attack will be dominated by the
steps 5b and 6, so the overall complexity of the attack is N253 memory access. As
we could say that one round of Rijndael-160 has a cost of 25 memory accesses,
the overall complexity of the attack is about N253 × 1

8 ×
1
25 ≈ N245.35 8 rounds

Rijndael-160 encryptions.
Finally, to completely compute the data, time and memory complexities of

the attack using the equations presented in Section 3, we need to determine
the following unknowns: cin, cout, ∆in, ∆out, kin and kout. From Fig. 2 and the
previous Subsection, we deduce that:

� cin = log2(1/Pr1), cout = log2(1/Pr3)+log2(1/Pr2) with Pr1 = 2−22 (every
possible byte could be active), Pr2 = 2−14 and Pr3 = 2−70. Thus c =
22 + 14 + 70 = 106.

� |∆in| = 32, |∆out| = 96.
� |kin| = 32, |kout| = 120. Thus k = 152.

Thus, from Equation (1), we have: N = 2c+ε = 2106+ε where ε is equal
to log2 (|k| ln(2)) = log2 (152× 0.69315) ≈ 6.72 to obtain P = 2−152 and to
discard all the wrong subkey bits as we need to guess 152 subkey bits. Thus,
N = 2106+ε = 2112.72. From Equation (2),

CN = max

{
min

∆∈{∆in,∆out}

{√
N2n+1−∆

}
, N2N+1−|∆in|−|∆out|

}
= max

{√
2112.722161−96, 2112.722161−32−96

}
= max

{
288.86, 2145.72

}
= 2145.72

From equation (3) and for a 192-bit key,

CT =

(
2145.72 +

(
2112.72 + 2112.72 × 2152

2106

)
1

8
+ 2192 × 2−152

)
≈ 2155.72 8 rounds Rijndael-160 encryptions

Note that the complexity computed using Table 3 gives us a complexity equal to
CT = N245.35 ≈ 2158.1 8 rounds Rijndael-160 encryptions. We will keep this last



value as our attack is really based on the analysis given in Table 3. Note that
the value of CT given in Equation (3) is a theoretical value not always reachable
by real attacks. The memory requirement is equal to 2 × N210 = 2123.72 (step
2) 160-bit plaintexts corresponding with 2128.72 bytes.

5 Impossible Di�erential Attack on Rijndael-224 up to
10 rounds

In this Section, we will brie�y describe the impossible di�erential attacks on 10
rounds of Rijndael-224 using the same impossible di�erential path on 6 rounds
than in [10]. Both, the complete attack on 10 rounds and the impossible dif-
ferential path are presented in Fig. 3. The main di�erence between the attack
proposed in [10] and the one presented here relies on the fact that using the
probability Pr4, we could add one more round at the end to build a 10 rounds
attack.

As for the case of Rijndael-160, the attack could be divided into two steps.
First, the attacker computes some pre-stored tables and then she launches the
complete attack. As this attack is very similar to the previous case, we will not
describe it in details. The process is about the same than for the attack on
Rijndael-160 except that one more step is added at the beginning to enter the
impossible di�erential path. The precomputed tables are the following ones:

� Tables T1, T2 and T3: Those three tables are dedicated to the storage
of the possible values (K0

0,1,K
0
1,2, K

0
2,3,K

0
3,5), (K

0
0,3,K

0
1,4,K

0
2,5,K

0
3,0) and

(K0
0,6,K

0
1,0,K

0
2,1,K

0
3,3). For those tables, store all the 232 × (28 − 1) ≈ 242

possible pairs which have zero di�erence in exactly 3 pre-determined out of
the 4 bytes. Each table has on average 232 rows and on average about 28

pairs lie in each row.
� Tables T5: This table is dedicated to the storage of possible values for
K1

0,6,K
1
1,0,K

1
2,1,K

1
3,2. As the previous tables, this table has on average 232

rows and on average about 210 pairs lie in each row.
� Tables T6 and T7: Those two tables are dedicated to the storage of the

possible values K10
0,2,K

10
1,3,K

10
2,4,K

10
3,6 and K

10
0,4,K

0
1,5,K

0
2,6,K

0
3,1. Those tables

have 232 rows and respectively about 210 pairs and 28 pairs lying in each
row.

� Tables T8: This table is dedicated to the storage of possible values for
K∗92,2,K

∗9
3,4. This table is built on the 232 possible pairs with two bytes with

di�erence and stores the 218 possible values according the 218 possible dif-
ferences which gives one possible candidate solution.

The summary of the attack is as follows:

1. First construct N pairs of plaintexts/ciphertexts that verify the input and
output truncated di�erentials. The required number N of pairs will be de-
termined by Equation (1) and the cost to generate them CN by Equation
(2).



Fig. 3. The Complete Impossible Di�erential Attack on Rijndael-224. The im-
possible di�erential Path on 6 rounds is surrounded by 2 rounds at the beginning
and 2 rounds at the end. Bytes with di�erences are the colored ones. The AK*

operation stands for the classical case where the order of the AK and of the MC

operations is inverted. This could be down up to a linear transformation of the
current subkey.

2. Then, perform the following substeps:

(a) Initialize 232 empty lists each corresponding to a di�erent value of (K0
0,0,

K0
1,1,K

0
2,2,K

0
3,4).

(b) For each pair of the N set and for each of the 210 possible di�erences in

∆X
(1)SB
SR−1(col(0)), compute the keys which lead this speci�c plaintext pair

to the wanted di�erence. Add this plaintext pair to the list corresponding
to the key value.

For each of the N pairs, about 210 values of ∆X
(1)SB
SR−1(col(0)) are examined.

These N ×210 possible values are distributed in 232 lists. For a given subkey
value (K0

0,0,K
0
1,1,K

0
2,2,K

0
3,4), the number of stored pairs is N × 2−22.

For each of the possible subkey value (K0
0,0,K

0
1,1,K

0
2,2,K

0
3,4) and for each



of the N × 2−22 remaining plaintext pairs (P, P ′) in that list, perform the
following steps:

3. Test the possible candidate keys (K0
0,1,K

0
1,2,K

0
2,3,K

0
3,5), (K

0
0,3,K

0
1,4,K

0
2,5,

K0
3,0) and (K0

0,6,K
0
1,0,K

0
2,1,K

0
3,3) using T1, T2 and T3. The number of possible

values is each time 28.
4. For each possible candidate of (K0

0,1,K
0
1,2,K

0
2,3,K

0
3,5), (K

0
0,3,K

0
1,4,K

0
2,5,K

0
3,0)

and (K0
0,6,K

0
1,0,K

0
2,1,K

0
3,3) perform the following substeps:

(a) Partially encrypt the second round from each plaintext pair to get (x2MC
col(6)).

(b) Access the corresponding row in T5 and select the corresponding value
as a key candidate for K1

0,6,K
1
1,0,K

1
2,1,K

1
3,2. We thus expect to obtain

about 210 candidates.

5. Do the same in the deciphering direction: use tables T6 and T7 to determine
from the ciphertexts the 210 possible candidates for (K10

0,2,K
10
1,3,K

10
2,4,K

10
3,6)

and the 28 possible candidates for (K10
0,4,K

0
1,5,K

0
2,6,K

0
3,1).

6. Then, for each possible of those values, perform the following substeps to
determine the last two key bytes values K∗92,2,K

∗9
3,4:

(a) Partially decrypt the tenth round from each possible ciphertext pair to
get (x9AK∗(2,2) ) and (x9AK∗(3,4) ).

(b) Access the corresponding row in T8 and select the corresponding value
as a key candidate for K∗92,2,K

∗9
3,4. We thus expect to obtain about 1

candidate on average.

7. Final step: for each of the N × 2−22 possible pairs, we know 28 × 28 × 28 ×
210 × 210 × 28 × 28 = 260 joint values of all the possible subkeys that result
in the impossible di�erential path. Remove this value from the list of all the
2208 possible values for these joint subkeys (Note that (K0

0,0,K
0
1,1,K

0
2,2,K

0
3,4)

is previously guessed). After the trial of all the pairs, if the list is not empty,
announce the values in the list along with the guess of (K0

0,0,K
0
1,1,K

0
2,2,K

0
3,4)

as the candidates for the correct target subkey.

Step Guessed Bytes # Paris Kept Time Complexity

1 0 N CN

2 K0 : K0
0,0,K

0
1,1,K

0
2,2,K

0
3,4 N2−22 210N Mem. Acc.

3 K0 : K0
0,1,K

0
1,2,K

0
2,3,K

0
3,5 N2−22 23228N2−22 = 218N Mem. Acc.

3 K0 : K0
0,3,K

0
1,4,K

0
2,5,K

0
3,0 N2−22 2322828N2−22 = 226N Mem. Acc.

3 K0 : K0
0,6,K

0
1,0,K

0
2,1,K

0
3,3 N2−22 232282828N2−22 = 234N Mem. Acc.

4a N2−22 232282828N2−22 = 234N Part. Enc.

4b K1 : K1
0,6,K

1
1,0,K

1
2,1,K

1
3,2 232282828N2−22210 = 244N Mem. Acc.

5 K10 : K10
0,2,K

10
1,3,K

10
2,4,K

10
3,6 N2−22 232N2−22210 Mem. Acc.

5 K10 : K10
0,4,K

0
1,5,K

0
2,6,K

0
3,1 N2−22 232N2−2221028 = 228N Mem. Acc.

6a N2−22 232N2−2221028 = 228N Part. Enc.

6b K9 : K∗9
2,2,K

∗9
3,4 N2−22 232N2−222102828 = 236N Mem. Acc.

7 all N2−22 232N2−22234226 = 270N Mem. Acc.

Table 4. Summary of the 10 Rounds Attack Steps against Rijndael-224.



Table 4 sums up the complexities of each step of the previous algorithm
step by step. From this table, we could see that the overall time complexity
of the attack is dominated by step 7, so the overall complexity of the attack
is N270 memory access. As we could say that one round of Rijndael-224 has
a cost of 35 memory accesses, the overall complexity of the attack is about
N270 × 1

10 ×
1
35 ≈ N261.55 10 rounds Rijndael-224 encryptions.

To completely compute the data (and N), time and memory complexities of
the attack, we need to determine all the unknowns de�ned in Section 3. From
Fig. 3, we could deduce that:

� cin = log2(1/Pr1) × log2(1/Pr2), cout = log2(1/Pr3) × log2(1/Pr4) with
Pr1 = 2−94, Pr2 = 2−24, Pr3 = 2−14 and Pr4 = 2−46. Thus, cin = 118,
cout = 60 and c = 178.

� |∆in| = 128, |∆out| = 64.
� |kin| = 160, |kout| = 80.

Thus, from Equation (1), we have:N = 2178+ε where ε is equal to log2 (|k| ln(2)) =
log2 (240× 0.69315) ≈ 7.38 to obtain P = 2−240 and to discard all the wrong
subkey bits as we need to guess 240 subkey bits. Thus, N = 2178+ε = 2185.38.

From Equation (2),

CN = max

{
min

∆∈{∆in,∆out}

{√
N2n+1−∆

}
, N2N+1−|∆in|−|∆out|

}
= max

{√
2185.382225−128, 2185.382225−128−64

}
= max

{
2141.19, 2218.38

}
= 2218.38

From equation (3) and for a 256-bit key,

CT =

(
2218.38 +

(
2185.38 + 2185.38 × 2240

2178

)
1

10
+ 2256 × 2−240

)
≈ 2244.06 10 rounds Rijndael-224 encryptions

Note that the complexity computed using Table 4 gives us a complexity equal
to CT = N261.55 ≈ 2185.38+61.55 = 2246.93 10 rounds Rijndael-224 encryptions.
We will keep this last value as our attack is really based on the analysis given
in Table 4. The memory requirement depends on step 2 and is thus equal to
2× 210 × 2185.38 224-bit words corresponding with 2201.38 bytes.

6 Conclusion

We have proposed in this paper two impossible di�erential attacks against re-
spectively 8 rounds of Rijndael-160 and 10 rounds of Rijndael-224. As future
works, we will try to improve the two proposed algorithms to decrease the mem-
ory and time complexities of the two attacks.
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